
You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for JENSEN CR560X. You'll find
the answers to all your questions on the JENSEN CR560X in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size,
accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:

This Jensen radio uses RED connectors (18-20 gauge wire). 1. Strip 1/4 inch (6mm) of insulation from both wires. 2. Insert into connector. 3. Crimp tightly.
You can make permanent splices (using butt connectors) or select connectors that can be removed and reinstalled. 1 Strip Wire 1/4' (6mm) Splice 1. Strip 1/2

inch (12 mm) of insulation from both wires.
2. Wrap wires together 3. Fold wires over 4. Stretch electrical tape tightly over splice. Splice Strip Wire 1/2" (12mm) 1 Solder Rosin core solder Heat wires

not solder Soldering iron 2 3 2 3 4 Solder Solder is the best way to connect wires, but it takes skill and practice.
Splice the wires (as shown above). Before taping, heat the wires (not the solder). When the wires are hot enough, touch the solder to the splice. The solder will

flow over the wires. Stretch electrical tape tightly over splice.
Important: Be very careful when soldering wires in your car. Cover nearby carpeting and seats to prevent damage from hot solder. Professional Tip

Upgrading Your System International Jensen makes a wide range of car stereo products that will make your car system sound better, great or INCREDIBLE!
Better Sound Install a Jensen tape deck or CD player like you're doing now. High power units can make your existing speakers sound better and play louder.
Great Sound Replace your existing speakers with Jensen speakers. Many of our speakers will fit into your car without cutting or drilling. You can also add an
amplified graphic equalizer to tailor the sound to your liking. INCREDIBLE Sound Jensen offers a full line of amplifiers, highpower speakers and subwoofers

that can turn your car into audio dynamite. You can go loud, louder and loudest by selecting Jensen components from your retailer. 3 5588 CR560X_EIN.

p65 3 2/29/00, 10:46 PM ® CR560X Disconnect Battery Before you begin, always disconnect the battery negative terminal.  + Remove Old Radio Your
original car radio is installed in one of four ways, depending on the car. Bracket Mounted 1. Remove dashboard faceplate 2. Unscrew brackets 3. Disconnect

wiring harness and remove radio Removal Tool Some cars use a special removal tool to release the radio. 1. Insert the tool(s) 2. Pull out the radio 3.
Disconnect wiring harness and remove radio EJ ® 4x25W JensenAuto Revers Plus Tuner e MUTE BBE SEEK LD LOC AM PM A·PS EJ ® EN OP 4x25W

JensenAuto Revers Plus Tuner e MUTE BBE SEEK LD LOC AM PM A·PS CH EN OP Replacing an Aftermarket Radio Use a screwdriver to bend tabs
completely out of the way.

Pull sleeve from dashboard. The sleeve should fit tightly and may be damaged unless you remove it carefully. ISO-DIN 1. Remove trim to expose DIN chassis.
2.

Remove the ISO-DIN frame from the dashboard. 3. Unscrew screws from the sides. 4. Disconnect wiring harness and remove radio.
2 3 1 Bend Tabs Flat 2 Pull Sleeve Out Caution: Edges are sharp. Use a rag or wear a glove. 1 COMPACT EJECT DIGITAL AUDIO RGCD 400 CD 8 X

OVERS AMPLIN G .4X 15 WATTS PWR BASS MO/ST DISP LO/DX INT RPT RDM BAND CD VOL SEL VOL 4 5588 CR560X_EIN.p65 4 2/29/00, 10:46 PM
® CR560X Install Half-sleeve Not needed for ISO-DIN (Japanese vehicle) installation. 3 Support Strap (supplied) Half-sleeve (supplied) 1 Adapter (optional)

2 1. Install adapter if necessary. Install halfsleeve into adapter from front of dash. It will be a tight fit. 2.

Bend over tabs where possible to secure half-sleeve to adapter or inside of dash. 3. Install strap to strut under dash. Secure strap to an existing screw. Wiring
Important If wiring connections are made wrong, the unit will not operate properly and it could be damaged. Follow the installation instructions carefully, or
have the installation handled by an experienced technician. Professional Tip Fuse Adapters No convenient power wire? Install a fuse adapter having a spade

connector. Fuse Fuse Adaptor Crimp on a matching connector and attach: · Yellow wireFuse marked MAIN, BAT or PWR · Red wireFuse marked ACCY
(accessory), or RADIO 5 5588 CR560X_EIN.p65 5 2/29/00, 10:46 PM ® CR560X Wiring with a Wiring Adapter This is the easiest wiring method, because it

replaces your existing radio..
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